of G if G ~~ (IT 1)" ~~ II, and UC has odd order for :.ny pair fl, ii' of noncommuting elements in D. 'I'his paper completes the classification of groups generated by odd transpositions begun in [I] . Specifically the following theorem is pr-owd:
Let G be a jinite group genes-ated r?y a conjujrucy chm. 1) (!f odd tramspositions.
A-lssume G has 120 rlofitrizial soleuhle nomal .v.+roup and 
G is one of the three Fischer Lyroups.
Section 13 contains a general discussion of groups generat 1,~ odd transpositions.
'The following result is one application of the main theorem. 'I'HEOREM 6. Let GiA be a rnntz 3 peunutution The extra condition on lines is weak and probably unnecessary. In essence 'I'heorem 6 savs that in most instances the stabilizer of a point in rank three groups acts faithfull\-on its nontrivial orhits. alternatively, a gwmetric
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.+81,'26/3-7 interpretation is that the esistcnce of involutorv elations strongI>-determines the geometry.
NOTATION
Let LI be a set of odd transpositions of G. G is represented as a permutation group on D by conjugation. For 4 C D and H < G, we denote b! H, , H(4), the pointwise, global stabilizer of 4 in H, respectively. Set HJ H(A)/Hn with induced permutation representation. 4 is a set of impuimiti7;ity for GD if 4 n A!' #. for allg L G -Arc;(O), and 7 go 4 ,I: II. Let 4 be a set of imprimitivity of G". We make the following definitions:
,C?(A") is the graph with vertex set 4" and edges (Og, All) for Ag E D,".
.&(49 is the block design with point set A", block set [a' : CC E A") and incidence defined by inclusion. The line through a and /3 is u: * /3 is singular if /3 c a: ' and hyperbolic if /i' c A, .
The D-zcidth or width of G is ~ 5' n D ~ where S is a Sylow Z-subgroup of G. A tvt'ungle in G is a triple (u, W, C) with u E I), z' F n,, and w E .-I,, n A, (u, w, z) is a triangle of thefirst, second, third kind, if UWL' is II, 4, 2n, respectively, where n .-, I is odd.
\\'e continue the numbering of results from [I] .
general> i)Iscussror
This section is intended as a discussion Of the main theorem together with certain properties of groups generated by odd transpositions proved here and in [I] . Assume G is solvable. Then either f1NIE-I is a set of 3-transpositions of G/H or G' is 2-closed.
Associated with G and D is a graph or geometry; the elements of 11 arc elations on this geometry. If G' ~,K G" the graph is disconnected. If G' G" and the graph is disconnected then G is L,(q), Sz(q), or C,(y), q :;. 2 even. If the graph is connected the stabilizer II of point u is transitive on the points adjacent to cx G has low rank as a permutation group on the point-s of the graph, and in many cases is rank 3.
PROOF OF THE IlAIN
'~IIBOREM Let G be a counterexample of minimal order to the main theorem. Theorem I (of [I] ) implies that G satisfies the following hypothesis.
D is a conjugacy class of odd transpositions of the jinite Cgroup G. 9(D) is connected. u E D, a: is a maximal set ?f imprimitizit_\l of G containing u, 13 :: (D,? and -11 0, (II).
3.7 and Theorem 2 (of [I] ) imply that 152 -/-N. 8.8 implies that 1-E' ~ W' and 3.4 implies that H is transitive on D n*. Therefore, H/M satisfies the hypothesis of the main theorem and therefore by minimality of G, appears on our list. 
xir. This is impossible 2s :t i 13 is h!-pcrbolic b\ hile $1 + 1" is singular. I,et u e ~',,(U"'), Q t dY'i. sup}"'"' [u, u] I Then CY'I F I'. I3ut as (I CC'IItrnlizra w, xii t F(w) 2 F(u), . w Ll'J e A, a contradiction. Thcrcfore, C',( UC) ru(u) n C',)(T). 
48.1
So by 3. I it suiliccs to show \,A Y r\ L> is Abelian. Let IY * /3 be a hyperbolic line. i3" ; fi is in N + p, so 01 * p contains at least three elements, and therefore .\-.\',,(,Y * /3) is doubly transitive on N 4 /3 (e.g. [I] ). Further S is normal in .\-, and scmiregular on N * /3 --(a;. Therefore bv 15. I. .Y n I1 is Abelian. In this section, G is a counter example of minimal order to Theorem 5. We begin a series of reductions. [.'\I, WI-' is elementarv of order at least four and, thus, has 2-rank greater than one. Proof. By 8.7 D(&) has diameter two so we can assume /3 E D, n Dy . We may assume we are not in one of the exceptional cases, so <D, n D, n D,,, is not Abelian. It follows that for any j3 E I), n D, there exists 6 E =1,j n D, n D.,. Assume I,' is not transitive, and let ri be orbits of L 011 r, i = 1, 2. Let h, t r, n 13, . AS there exists Sj t 14ii n II, n D, , and by 3.2 [r, , r,] = 1, j3; , S, C ri Also DCT, n (PI * &) = i/3,1 as /3r E -41,1 , so /I, * /3? -{&j C rr Similarly /3r * & --{/3,j C r, . Therefore, / j3r * p2 == 2, contradicting 17.3. Proof. Assume not. Then previous lemmas imply H Sp,,(q) and m 7 q.
